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### Immigration News

#### Increasing Need for Services

Refugees make a successful and fruitful transition to life in Minnesota.

Fuzzy Socks & Teddy Bears – A Caring Church

A YEAR AGO, A KAREN FAMILY OF EIGHT ARRIVED AT THE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT IN MINNESOTA. They were greeted by a Refugee Life Ministries (RLM) team from Trinity City Church, new friends who had collected donations and set up their new apartment beautifully. They even had little treats on each of their first few days. The family was nervous because none of the family members spoke English.

Over the past year the family and the team have grown close. Initially, the team was nimble because some of the family members spoke English with great speed, but as the family got more comfortable, the team was able to lend a helping hand to the family.

#### Meet the World of Relief Team

NUREY YOSUDD STAFF AND BRANCH MENTORS MAKE UP THE World Relief MN office team. Each brings unique gifts, talents, and a “rubber band” of continuous support in Africa, Asia, Europe, and Latin America. One of our recent staff members is Nury Yusudd, who joined our team in April 2012.

Dr. Nury Yusudd graduated from the University of Chieti-Pescara in Italy, with a degree in Economics. He has worked in Tonga, Thailand, Malaysia, and Jordan. In Jordan, he worked with the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), and with the UNHCR and the International Organization for Migration (IOM) in the Middle East.

He currently serves as the team leader for the larger Immigration Legal Service program. He is a former World Food Program nutritionist who was able to equip churches to offer ministry and legal help.
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